Permission to reuse your dissertation's Coaching Cycle figure in my dissertation?

2 messages

**John Morelock** <morelock@vt.edu>  
To: anna-sofia.alklind.taylor@his.se  
Wed, Sep 26, 2018 at 1:00 PM

Dear Dr. Alklind Taylor,

I am a doctoral candidate working on a dissertation in the game-based teaching space. In my dissertation, I use your Coaching Cycle as a comparative model for my findings and for a game-based teaching framework I developed from my results. Would you be comfortable with me reusing your Coaching Cycle figure (Figure 14.4) in my dissertation (with attribution, of course)?

Thank you for your consideration!

Sincerely,
John Morelock

---

**Anna-Sofia Alklind Taylor** <anna-sofia.alklind.taylor@his.se>  
To: John Morelock <morelock@vt.edu>  
Thu, Sep 27, 2018 at 7:59 AM

Dear John,

I’m delighted to hear that my model lives on and is of course curious to read about your framework and findings!

You have my permission to use the figure in your dissertation.

Good luck!

Sincerely,
Anna-Sofia

---

Anna-Sofia Alklind Taylor  
*Senior Lecturer in Informatics*  
*Head of division*  
*Division of Computer and System Sciences*  
*School of Informatics*
From: John Morelock [mailto:morelock@vt.edu]
Sent: den 26 september 2018 19:01
To: Anna-Sofia Alklind Taylor <anna-sofia.alklind.taylor@his.se>
Subject: Permission to reuse your dissertation's Coaching Cycle figure in my dissertation?